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Aboriginal Lands Trust
Chairmen’s Review
I am pleased to present my ninth Annual Report of the Aboriginal Lands Trust for the period 2008-2009.
2008-2009 reflected many of the difficulties and challenges the Trust has faced in recent years,
compounded by significant budget constraints which limit the Trusts capacity to respond to its core
business particularly in the economic development arena, and land management requirements now funded
by reducing Natural Resource Management grants. Not withstanding the poor operational climate the Trust
charted a steady course, tackling the highest priorities and attending to crisis management issues which in
the main related to assisting Communities with major share farming problems.
The Trust Board Members through workshop participation, consultation with their respective Communities,
visits and consultation with Trust Communities, representation on the Ministers Reference Group and Board
discussion have been deeply involved in the Review of the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act 1966 throughout
the year and continue to maintain a high level of interest in the ongoing process. The submission to the
Minister by the Trust in April 2009 comprehensively covered the importance of a future role for the Trust;
explored a range of positive relationships to be developed and maintained with its constituent Communities
and defined its potential for significantly improving the well being of Aboriginal people in South Australia.
I would like to record my appreciation of the hard work and support given by the Board Members, Management
and Staff for their commitment and dedication to myself as Chair and Mr Haydn Davey as my deputy. The
increasing workload of the Board on Executive and Economic Development Committees is now being
formally recognised by the Minister.
I also wish to express my appreciation to the Management and staff for their efforts in providing strong
support to both Trust Communities and Aboriginal group’s state wide.
Again I would like to express on behalf of the Board my thanks to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and
Reconciliation and the Aboriginal Lands Parliamentary Standing Committee for the opportunity to meet
with them during the year to discuss and resolve issues affecting Aboriginal Communities on Aboriginal
Lands Trust lands.

George Tongerie A.M., J.P.
Chairman Aboriginal Lands Trust
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Functions of the Aboriginal Lands Trust
The Aboriginal Lands Trust is established pursuant to the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act 1966.
The Aboriginal Lands Trust Act 1966 was the first in Australia to ensure that titles to existing Aboriginal
Reserves were held in trust on behalf of all Aboriginal people in South Australia.
The Aboriginal Lands Trust holds title to 63 properties comprising approximately 990,000 hectares of land
for economic and cultural benefit, other former Crown Lands transferred to it and properties that have been
donated purchased or otherwise acquired.
The core functions of the Trust are to hold, manage and administer land. The Trust has met these
responsibilities by organising the leasing of land to Communities and managing natural resource
management programs to improve conditions on the land.
For the past twelve years, the Aboriginal Lands Trust has sought and been granted funds from the Australian
Government’s Natural Heritage Trust to undertake Landcare projects in conjunction with Aboriginal
Communities and other landholders.
Such projects have not only benefited landholders, but have enabled the Trust to take a more direct and
proactive role on working directly with local Aboriginal Communities, individuals and government agencies
both State and Federal on land management issues.
To increase the economic benefit of the Trust asset to the Communities the Trust has increasingly developed
activities and commercial programs in partnership with Communities.
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Aboriginal Lands Trust Directions
While progress was made with the Review of the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act 1966, the ongoing uncertainty
created by this process and the non renewal of Community leases after four years, maintained throughout
2008/2009
Consistent with the Boards focus on economic outcomes for Communities its Executive in November 2008
met with GHD Consulting, acting on behalf of Planning SA, to assist with the development of Economic
Development plans for Raukkan and Gerard Communities
At the October 2008 meeting the Board approved a Commercial Activities Policy to provide it with a
framework for pursuing commercial projects. This was followed up at the March 2009 meeting of the
Board with the approval of the upgraded Operational Business Plan for 2009
The Board, following meetings with Ms Tina Schubert, a DEWR Solution broker and recognising the great
importance of training in any economic planning gave in principle approval for a new TAFE Training Centre
at Yalata. The Trust has also progressed the leasing arrangements for the site on which the TAFE Centre
at Pt Pearce is presently being built and sought advice on the early implementation of training programs.
Following difficulties with acceptance of both ALT and Community submissions for grants by the
Indigenous Land Corporation, the Trust successfully negotiated a change in ILC policy away from their
concerns regarding the present suitability of Trust leases to merit based consideration of all applications.
New grant opportunities will now be taken up.
At the March meeting the Board met with Ms Barbara Weis the newly appointed Director of Operations
in the Division of Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation to discuss working relations and future directions
The Trust communicated regularly with the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation including its
Executive meetings with him regarding Community issues The Board also attended briefing meetings with
the Aboriginal Lands Parliamentary Standing Committee.
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Review of the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act 1966
The Aboriginal Lands Trust Act 1966 was proclaimed on the 5th December 1966 creating the first
Aboriginal Land Holding Authority in Australia.
Over this 42 year period, the Trust has become the owners of 63 Certificates of Title held in trust on behalf
of the Aboriginal people of South Australia, including many of the States large rural and remote Aboriginal
Communities (Yalata, Koonibba, Davenport, Umoona, Nipapanha, Gerard, Point Pearce, Raukkan).
The Government began a discourse in 2004 regarding the future role and responsibilities of the Aboriginal
Lands Trust. The then Minister Hon. Terry Roberts formally sought support from the Trust Board for one of
the major planks in its Aboriginal program – a Review of the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act 1966.
There have been reviews in the past but they have had little or no impact on the legislation. The Board for
itself, agreeable to the Minister’s direction, has long held the view that a new dynamic statement which
strengthens self determination, self regulation and self management and entrenches it in legislation to the
long term benefit of the Aboriginal people of South Australia is warranted.
The Aboriginal Lands Trust Board believes strongly that the process of legislative renewal must provide all
the settings for improving the health and well being of the thousands of Aboriginal people living on Trust
Lands.
A preliminary review of the Act was undertaken by the Board of the Aboriginal Lands Trust during a
workshop in May 2007. Recommendations and outcomes arising from the workshop were directed to the
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation for consideration.
The Hon. J Weatherill, The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation has established a Reference Group
on which the Aboriginal Lands Trust Board are represented by its Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson. The
Executive Director of AARD and the newly appointed Executive Officer of the Reference Group have met
with the Trust Board to initiate the review process. An important commitment was made to an extensive
consultation program to be held on Trust Communities. Ministerial advice to the Board was that three
directions would guide the review process
• The ongoing principle of Aboriginal freehold land
• The maintaining of a statutory land holding authority
• The objective of efficient and effective operations
The Review of the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act 1966 Discussion Paper was circulated by the Minister in
November 2008 as the basis for discussion and wide consultation. Mr Haydn Davey Deputy Chairperson
and Mr John Chester General Manager representing the Chairperson attended Aboriginal Community
consultation meetings as part of the Ministerial Reference Group.
The Board of the Trust held a full day workshop on 17 March 2009, facilitated by Mr David Rathman AM PSM
to consider and respond to the Discussion Paper. An extensively researched and well compiled response
was made to the Minister in April 2009. The Trust appraised the 19 written submissions to the Reference
Group.
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Executive Summary
The Executive Summary of the response is outlined below.
In this document, the Board of the Trust respond to the Review, based on what they believe would improve
the well-being of Aboriginal people who live on the lands held in trust by the Aboriginal Lands Trust.
The Board identifies the following important matters for “the Objects” of the Act to cover:
1. Giving Community members self management and self determination powers;
2. Recognising certain groups as important;
• Those who live on the Communities
• Those who live near the Communities and maintain connections and responsibilities
• Those who have native title rights
• Those who do not have native title rights, but have historical connection to the land
3. Maintaining the land for future generations, avoiding transfer of land away from the secure tenure role
of the Trust.
The Board also seeks at the more philosophical level to have the Objects reflect the Aboriginal aspiration
that arises from ownership of its traditional lands:
• A sense of belonging
• A contentment arising from the prospect of perpetual connection
• Freedom of access
• Benefits arising from well managed and maintained land and infrastructure
• Opportunities for skills development, traditional knowledge, economic activity
The Board remains committed to Community management and control of their own affairs on Trust land.
The Trust Board strongly supports Community representation on the Board, for which the present Act
provides. The Trust Board supports Ministerial appointments to the Board including the Chairperson. The
proviso here is that Community membership should remain in the majority.
The Trust, whilst remaining sensitive to direct intervention in the affairs of its Communities, is agreeable
to having effective guidance in the Act in relation to client constitutions, particularly in relation to client
Communities; which minimise the risk of an overwhelming influence of a single family in its Council and
Committees, eliminates potential conflict of interest problems, protects against dysfunctional management
and ensures capacity building (training) for Community leaders.
The Trust Board seeks to continue to support the incorporation of its clients and to directly assist them, as
in the past, with the process. However, it is clear that there are limitations in the current model for the Board
to achieve this aim.
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Executive Summary continued
We propose that the Act be altered to reflect a modified role for the Aboriginal Lands Trust, that is more
similar in nature to local government than it is to a simple asset holding trust. Under this arrangement, the
Trust would have powers to raise levies and fees from the local communities and businesses that reside on
the Lands and would be able to compete for funding under a broader range of State and Commonwealth
government funding programs, increasing the resources available for communities on the Lands (Fig. 1).
Such a model would require a modest increase in base funding from the State Government to support an
increased capacity of the Trust. In return, the Act would require the Trust to work with the local communities
to undertake a broader range of responsibilities, as well as retaining its existing responsibilities.
Of all of the service delivery models proposed by individuals who have participated in the Review, the Board
is strongly of the opinion that the model described in this document:
• Makes the most efficient use of resources; the Trust has a long history of doing much with little. It
has had some world class successes (Nipapanha IPA). Despite limited resources to work with a more
regionally devolved model would require more resources for little gain in terms of delivery output in the
view of the Board.
• Is the most inclusive of the broader Aboriginal community. Aboriginal communities on the lands held by
the Trust are diverse. They include native title claimants, non-native title claimants with historic links
to the lands, and broader family groups who feel a connection to these lands. The Aboriginal Lands
Trust represents the interests of all these individuals. It is an organisation ‘‘of the people, by the people,
for the people”, a grass-roots community organisation that represents the best aspects of democratic
governance.
• Gives individual community members the greatest certainty over land tenure. Free-hold title gives
Aboriginal people the greatest protection under the law.
• Gives Aboriginal people the greatest flexibility for using the land resources for cultural and economic
development. Free-hold title requires no permission from other landholders to be sought. It gives greater
entitlement and rights than native title rights or access to Crown Land.
• Provides the only model that allows for “taxation with representation” to underpin the delivery of
services to Aboriginal people. The Board is of the view that Aboriginal people should not always
approach government with their hand out. They wish to walk down a road that ends in self-sufficiency
and self-determination. That means, Aboriginal people themselves should also contribute their own
funds, and their own capability, to improve their well-being.
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(Fig.1) Proposed Management Model for the Aboriginal Lands Trust
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Board of Management
The Governor in Executive Council appoints members of the Aboriginal Lands Trust Board. These members
are nominated by Community Councils of local Aboriginal Communities recognised by the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation. These members normally reside on Trust land. The Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation directly appoints the Chairperson and Ministerial Representative(s).
Presently every member of the Aboriginal Lands Trust Board is an Aboriginal person. Membership on the
Aboriginal Lands Trust Board of Management is for a term of three years. The appointment of members will
expire on 5 July 2009.
The Board meets four times a year and its Executive at other times to deal with urgent business.
Members are remunerated by an annual membership fee. The Aboriginal Lands Trust meets the travel and
accommodation expenses of members to attend to Trust business. The Board was given approval for the
first time to provide sitting fees for its members attending Executive and Economic Development meetings
and an allowance for travel time.

For 2008/2009, the Board of Management met on the following occasions:
• 30 September 2008 – Aboriginal Lands Trust Office, Walkley Heights
• 1 & 2 October 2008 – Aboriginal Lands Trust Office, Walkley Heights
• 10 November 2008 – Aboriginal Lands Trust Office, Walkley Heights
• 9 & 10 December 2008 – Sunnybrae Function Centre, Regency Park
• 17, 18 & 19 March 2009 – Aboriginal Lands Trust Office, Walkley Heights
• 24 & 25 June 2009 - Aboriginal Lands Trust Office, Walkley Heights
The Executive of the Board also met on several occasions to deal with urgent business
• 9 September 2008
• 18 November 2008
• 9 April 2009
• 15 April 2009
• 22 May 2009
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Board of Management
Those who served on the Board during 2008-2009 were:
George Tongerie AM, JP

Chairman

Henry Rankine OAM

Ministerial Nominee – Deputy Chairman  

Kingsley Abdulla

Gerard Community Council Inc

Mabel Lochowiak

Umoona Community Council Inc

Haydn Davey

Port Lincoln Aboriginal Community Council

Reg Dodd

Marree Arabunna Peoples Committee Inc

Keith Peters

Yalata Community Council Inc

Ian Johnson

Nipapanha Community Council Inc

Christine Lennon

Dunjiba Community Council Inc

Irene McKenzie

Davenport Community Council Inc

Bernard Porta

Koonibba Aboriginal Community Council Inc

Elaine Newchurch

Point Pearce Aboriginal Corporation Inc

Peter Rigney

Raukkan Community Council Inc

Brett Miller

Ceduna Homelands Communities

With the approval of the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation the staff of the ALT is contacting
Trust Community Councils seeking Board nominations for consideration for the period 2009 – 2012.

In Memory
With a deep sense of sadness the Board
recognises the passing of “Uncle Henry”
Rankine who steadfastly served the Trust
as Raukkan representative and Ministerial
representative for 30 years.
He was a wise, kindly and discerning Board
Member who will be greatly missed.
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Board of Management

Left to Right
(Top Row) George Tongerie Chairman, Haydn Davey Deputy Chairman
& John Chester General Manager,
(Middle Row) Irene McKenzie, Brett Miller, Elaine Newchurch,
Mabel Lochowiak & Henry Rankine
(Bottom Row) Reg Dodd, Kingsley Abdulla, Ian Johnson, Bernard Porta,
Keith Peters, Christine Lennon & Peter Rigney
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Staff
The Chief Executive of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet is the designated person to employ staff
to perform functions in connection with the operations or activities of the Aboriginal Lands Trust.
A proclamation under Section 3 of the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act 1966 was made by the Governor on 29
March 2007 for the purpose of designation of employing authority.
Staff that administer the statutory functions of the Trust are taken to be employed by or on behalf of the
Crown (but will not be employed in the Public Service of the State unless brought into an administrative unit
under the Public Sector Management Act 1995).
In relation to the position of General Manager, the CEO of DPC has delegated authority to the Trust Board to
appoint. Salaries of staff that administer the statutory functions of the Trust are covered by an annual grant
from the State Government, through the Division of Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation of the Department
of Premier and Cabinet.
The salaries of staff employed to manage Landcare projects are met from the Natural Heritage Trust grants
on a project-by-project basis, negotiated annually. Consistent with the new administrative arrangements
for staffing a new service level agreement was reached between the Department of Premier and Cabinet
and the ALT on Occupational Health, Welfare, Safety and Work Cover.
Staff employed at the Trust during 2008-2009 were:
John Chester		

General Manager

Bob Jackson		

Senior Project Officer (Contract)

Kalina Tosh		

Finance Officer (Maternity Leave)

Wayne Garrett		

Finance Officer (Part Year)

Jodie Tilmouth		

Receptionist (Part Year)

Denise Reynolds

Receptionist (Part Year)

Cindy Stoddard		

Administration Officer

Bev Combes		

Natural Resource Management Program Coordinator

Roger Rigney		

Landcare Coordinator (South East & Yorke Regions)

Chris Rains

Landcare Coordinator (Arid Lands)
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George Tongerie A.M, J.P
Chairman

John Chester
General Manager

Wayne Garrett

Kalina Tosh

Denise Reynolds

Finance Officer - (April–June)

Finance Officer - (July-April)

Receptionist – Part Year

Jodie Tilmouth

Bob Jackson

Roger Rigney

Receptionist – Part Year

Senior Project Officer

Landcare Coordinator

Cindy Stoddard

Bev Combes

Chris Rains

Administration Officer

NRM Program Coordinator

Landcare Coordinator
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Land Vested in the Aboriginal Lands Trust
WEST COAST
DEED
LAND DESCRIPTION

FAR NORTH
DEED

5834/851

Yalata Community Lands Colona
Station

5424/727

House Blocks -93,97,98 Kutaya
Terrace, Oodnadatta

5834/436

Koonibba Community Lands

5401/840

5517/814

House Block – Fowlers Bay

House Block 11 – Oribee Avenue,
Oodnadatta

5505/405

Betts Corner (via Ceduna)

5834/645

5580/764

Yarilena (Duckponds via Ceduna)

Hookeys Hole and Teamsters
Reserve, Oodnadatta

5868/908

Sections 189, 190, 211 Warevilla
(via Ceduna)

5483/463

Anna Creek

5830/494

Marree

5868/908

Section 71 Women’s Centre,
McKenzie Street, Ceduna

5581/257

Community Land, Coober Pedy

5370/179

Community Land, Coober Pedy

5701/728

Aboriginal Arts and Culture Centre,
Kuhlman Street, Ceduna

5515/917

Cooeyana Well, Streaky Bay

5489/225

House Block, Nunjikompita

5489/686

House Block, Nunjikompita

LOWER EYRE PENINSULA
LAND DESCRIPTION
DEED

LAND DESCRIPTION

CR5747/848 Tree Plantation Reserve, Coober
Pedy

MID NORTH
DEED

LAND DESCRIPTION

5868/540

Wamikata/ Davenport

5854/168

Bungala/ Davenport

5580/370

Baroota

5965/336

House Block, Third Avenue,
Port Lincoln

5418/949

Mallee Park, Port Lincoln

5418/951

Poonindie, Port Lincoln

YORKE PENINSULA
DEED
LAND DESCRIPTION

5423/119

Wanilla Forest, Port Lincoln

5580/368

Moonta

6023/159

Point Pearce

5840/991

Wardang Island

6023/160

House Block, Port Victoria

FLINDERS REGION
DEED
LAND DESCRIPTION
5425/77

Copley

5508/53

Nipapanha Community Lands

5965/337

Nantawarrina (Nipapanha)

5496/760

Parachilna
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Land Vested in the Aboriginal Lands Trust
RIVERLAND
DEED

LAND DESCRIPTION

MURRAYLANDS
DEED
LAND DESCRIPTION

5584/149

Community Lands, Gerard

5515/918

Burial Ground, Mannum

5963/675

Jerry Mason Senior Memorial
Centre/ Winmante, Glossop

5436/528

Burial Ground, Swanport, Murray
Bridge

5860/142

Lushville Riverfront, Berri

5079/142

Tumbetin Waal, Monarto

5581/283

Land near Swan Reach

5580/888

Farmland, Wellington

5922/58

Mission Site near Swan Reach

5958/95

5472/99

Bartsch Farm, Gerard

Brinkley Pieces 100, 101, 102,
103 DP 69235

5958/95

Section 1079, Brinkley

5913/509

House Block, Lot 39, Wanbi

COORONG
DEED

LAND DESCRIPTION

5865/985

Community Lands, Raukkan

5566/438

Gum Park

5870/740

Camp Coorong

5681/501

Section 188, Bonney Reserve

5681/501

Section 179, 180, 187, Hundred
of Bonney

5681/501

SOUTH EAST
LAND DESCRIPTION
DEED
CR 5752/182 Burial Ground , Kingston
5508/52

Section 32, West, Murrabinna

5508/52

Section 32, East, Murrabinna

5508/52

Section 33, Murrabinna

Section 190, Hundred of Bonney

5506/233

3 House Blocks, Bordertown

5515/920

Needle Island

CR 5911/537 Section 951, Bordertown

5515/920

Goat Island

5515/920

Snake Island

5834/554

Parmbatung and Campbell Point

5580/887

Section 575/623 Hundred of
Baker, Boundary Bluff

5689/763

Tandanya, Grenfell Street, Adelaide

5580/887

Section 573, Hundred of Baker,
Dodds Landing

5876/838

Cyril Lindsay House, South Terrace,
Adelaide

5612/370

Section 5, Hundred of Glyde

5536/252

Sussex Street, North Adelaide

5612/370

Section 4, Hundred of Glyde

5546/989

Sussex Street, North Adelaide

5612/370

Rabbit Island

5173/155

Kali Hostel, Cross Road,
Westbourne Park

5517/45

Colebrook Land, Eden Hills

ADELAIDE REGION			
DEED
LAND DESCRIPTION
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Aboriginal Lands Trust Community Business
Community Based Initiatives - Increasing the Aboriginal Lands Trust Estate
The Trust continues to assess land acquisition options which would bring benefits to local Aboriginal
Communities. While resources prevented a wider application of expression of interest some areas were
subject to preliminary approaches.
• Marree Common
The Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Environment and Heritage was requested to
consider transfer of this Crown Land
• Finniss Springs
The Executive Director of the Native Title Unit in the Attorney Generals Office attended a
meeting of the Board at which time the prospects for transfer were canvassed
• Davenport Springs
This coastal site near Koonibba is culturally important.  The Trust have communicated their
interest in acquiring it to the Lutheran Church who holds title over it
Community Based Initiatives - Community Housing
The Office of Aboriginal Housing was transferred into Housing SA during the year. The Aboriginal Lands
Trust are owners of the 424 houses on its properties funded, built, repaired and maintained by Housing SA.
The Trust continued its discussions with Housing SA for improving links to the benefit of its Community
based tenants. Drafting of a Memorandum of Agreement was progressed
The Trust and its Communities have received general advice of very significant changes in housing policy
with 2009/2010 being a year of transition. It appears Trust Communities will fall into two basic categories
• Regional (Koonibba, Ceduna Homelands, Port Lincoln, Davenport, Raukkan, Point Pearce, Gerard,
Coorong)  These Communities may retain their Housing Committees but will operate under a
new “public” housing model
• Remote (Dunjibba, Yalata, Umoona, Marree, Nipapanha)  These Communities will continue to
access funding for new housing from Commonwealth grants
A range of tenancy matters are presently under discussion including the extent of the role of Community
based Housing Committees, rent and allocation policies, Centrelink and rental subsidy arrangements and
repairs and maintenance practices
The Trust is finalising its housing insurance arrangements with SAICORP with a view to insurance over its
houses becoming part of the housing arrangements to be managed by Housing SA
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Aboriginal Lands Trust Community Business
Community Based Initiatives - Yalata
Head of Bight
An Agreement was concluded with Gunya-Maralinga Pty Ltd for the management of the Tourist Centre.
The whales continue to be a major tourist attraction and the centre is proving a popular tourist “stop off”
point
Yalata Swimming Pool Complex
With the completion of the swimming pool complex a temporary licence has been issued to Yalata Community
and the Department of Education and Children’s Services for its operation
Iluka Mine Access Road
An agreement was concluded with Iluka for the building of an access road across Yalata lands to reach the
mine site located in the Nullarbor Reserve
Yalata Community Leases
The Trust facilitated meetings between Yalata Community Council and the Trust Board (September 2008)
and with the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation (December 2008) to progress discussion on
the issuing of new leases in favour of the Community
Yalata Community Facilities
The Board approved the establishment of
• Temporary Police Station
• Tullawon Health Service Staff House
• Opal fuel outlet
• Licensed rubbish dump
• TAFE Training Centre

Community Based Initiatives - Point Pearce
Point Pearce Farm
The Trust provided greatly increased assistance to the sharefarmer to ensure a reasonable crop return
including loan funds for staffing and fuel, day to day supervision of the harvest, sale of grain and use of
contractors. The Board are actively examining options for improved performance of present farm operations
Point Pearce School and TAFE Centre
The TAFE Centre building project is well advanced. Arrangements for long term leases by the Trust with
Government are agreed and documentation is proceeding
Point Pearce Certificates of Title
The expired leases registered on the Titles for Point Pearce, Wardang Island and Port Victoria were removed
from the deeds.
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Aboriginal Lands Trust Community Business
Community Based Initiatives - Northern
Angepina Airstrip
Recognising the health and safety benefits of making the airstrip operational the Trust initiated preliminary
discussions with Adnyamathanha groups
Annual Property Inspections
In July 2008 visits were made to the following areas. The visits included property inspections including
infrastructure and discussions with tenants
• Umoona (including Tjutagku Health)
• Oodnadatta (including Hookeys Waterhole)
• Hamilton Station Outstation
• Anna Creek
• Finniss Springs
• Marree
• Nipapanha
• Nantawarrina
• Copley

Copley
A lease over this property was approved by the Trust in favour of the Aroona Aboriginal Corporation
Iga Warta
The lack of Development Assessment Commission approval for some existing infrastructure remains under
active consideration
Nipapanha
The Community in upgrading their constitution have adopted the cultural name – Nipapanha
The Trust facilitated a meeting of the Nipapanha Community Council with the Minister at the Trust Offices
to reach improved understanding on local cultural issues
Umoona Kitchen
The Trust under its insurance safety net arrangement with SAICORP successfully completed the claim for
the extensive fire damage, with claim funds to be directed to renewal.
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Aboriginal Lands Trust Community Business
Community Based Initiatives - Gerard
Almond Farm
The termination of its contract by the sharefarmer in June 2008 presented the Gerard Community with the
very difficult problem of taking over the management of the property and saving the orchard. The Trust
approved loan funds to maintain the trees as part of a crisis management plan. With water availability
heavily restricted this proved a major challenge.
During the year the Trust and Gerard Council formed a farm management committee which met regularly to
review farm operations and to consider alternative opportunities in the face of ongoing water restrictions.
Lushville
The Trust determined to not pursue possible partnerships with the developer of the adjacent marina. It
continued instead to negotiate a suitable sub-lease arrangement over the property on behalf of Gerard
Community.
Community Based Initiatives - Adelaide
Sussex Street North Adelaide
The Trust continued its lease arrangement of a small part of the building with the Aboriginal Elders group.
The Adelaide City Council following extended negotiations agreed to exempt the site from rates.

Cyril Lindsay House

Cyril Lindsay House South Terrace
The lessees, Aboriginal Sobriety Group were unable to attract a grant sufficient to upgrade the building.
Being unoccupied the building attracted squatters and consequent further damage. The Trust have now
secured the premises.
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Aboriginal Lands Trust Community Business
Community Based Initiatives - Port Lincoln
Wanilla Forest - New Beginnings
The Trust significantly progressed the major clean up of the forest including the removal and mulching of
the pines. Since the Wangary Fires the Wanilla Forest had featured in the Coroners Inquest and there had
been concerted efforts by Port Lincoln Aboriginal Community Council (PLACC) and Aboriginal Lands Trust to
bring together agencies to assist with prevention of a Wangary 2005 Fire type of incident.
After lengthy consultations with the relevant stakeholders a number of agencies have provided support
and resources to the Wanilla Forest project and to enhance the process a Wanilla Management Committee
was established.
The following agencies have and are contributing to the management of Wanilla Forest:
• Aboriginal Lands Trust
• Port Lincoln Aboriginal Community Council
• Eyre Peninsula NRM Group
• Country Fire Service Adelaide
• Lower Eyre Peninsula Pest Management Group
• Eyre Regional Development Board
• Port Lincoln and Lower Eyre country Fire Service
• Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation Division of DPC
• Commonwealth and State Country Fire Service Bush Mitigation Fire Prevention Program
Consultations with the Port Lincoln and Lower Eyre District Council are kept up to date through the EP NRM
Regional process.
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Aboriginal Lands Trust Community Business
Community Based Initiatives - Port Lincoln
Wanilla Forest
The Wanilla project was placed into three main categories:
• Clearing and mulching with the use of a mulcher to remove Radiata and Aleppo pines to create
a safe area.  Resources for labour and machine hire were provided from the Eyre Peninsula
Natural Resource Management Region
• Clearing and widening of both boundary and internal access tracks.  Resources for bull dozing,
labour and mulching machine hire was provided through the Aboriginal Lands Trust
• Burning off the wood piles and cleanup of the areas and ongoing maintenance of the firebreaks
and regrowth
Although there has been a considerable amount of work completed, due to the nature of regrowth and
ground fuel as discussed at the PLACC meeting it was decided that the recent Wanilla forest bushfire
mitigation program funding will go back into maintaining activities reducing unsafe conditions and fire and
fuel suppression and preventative measures.
The objectives of the project include the need to construct, maintain and sign an effective fire trail network
to increase the following:
• Protection of Communities
• Safety of fire fighting personnel involved in fire suppression effort
• Rapidity with which fire suppression agencies are able to access a fire, type of resources that
can be made available to a fire suppression effort, including fuel reduction and other mitigation
activities.
To ensure personnel safety the works began with PLACC community members laboriously clearing all main
access tracks and fire break boundary tracks of fallen trees followed by removal of suspect and burnt trees
on both sides of the tracks to prevent further blockages of the roadways and finished off with grading of
the roads
Auswide Mulching / Safe Zone / Firebreak
Once the access roads were cleared and made safe the next important process was to create a sizeable
area (Safety zone) in the event that emergency personnel need to retreat to the area. Mulching machinery
from Auswide Mulching services was engaged from Adelaide to undertake the clearing / mulching of burnt
Pinus Radiata, Aleppo Pines, Eucalypts and other regrowth.
The area cleared is around 1000 sq m. The resources for this project predominately came through the
Eyre Peninsula NRM Region; however due to the importance of creating an adequate safe zone area the
Aboriginal Lands Trust made a substantial contribution of $9500 towards the project to ensure project
outcomes. The biggest recognised problem with much of the timber being Pine trees was with them
continuously falling due to rotted surface root systems. This was recognised as a high risk ground fuel
problem.
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Modra Earth Mover Clearing and Widening of Boundary Firebreaks
North Western Boundary
To coincide with the mulching a local earthmoving company TN & BR Modra D6 Dozer was hired to widen
and clear boundary and internal firebreaks with work commencing on the North Western boundary where
large burnt and dead eucalypts were posing a serious threat to neighbouring property and a danger to work
personnel. The project entailed bulldozing the trees into manageable piles. The fire break was increased
from 15 to 35 metres in this area. Approx 400x35m was cleared as this area was classified as a fire hazard
area with plenty of fuel.
North Eastern Boundary
This Boundary was classified as a dangerous area due to the close proximity of a farm house and stock as
well as being dense with dead burnt trees with potential property and stock loss if fire took hold. Felled
trees were dozed back and heaped into the forest. Following recent inspection and discussions with CFS
the area was deemed unsafe, creating a potential ground fuel fire hazard. Funds will be diverted through
the Bushfire Mitigation project to pull the trees away from the edge, dozed into manageable piles as well
as extend / widen the Firebreak further Westward. As per North Western Boundary, the Firebreak has been
increased from 15 to 35-40m wide. Approximate area cleared is again 400m long x 35-40m wide. The
project will be extended another 60m North and 300m West.
Internal Firebreak and Clearing of the Roads
All internal firebreaks were assessed and cleared of fallen trees. In some areas breaks were widened to
prevent further blockages particularly where the Pinus Radiata plantation is separated from where a main
Firebreak is located. The Pine Area will be completely cleared to expand the safe zone and provisions for
maintaining pressure on the regrowth by means of stock is currently in the planning stages. The Pine areas
situated near the old cottage have been cleared and windrowed prior to the 08/09 fire season. These and
other heaps have been burnt following CFS and Local Council advice and direction.
CFS Port Lincoln / EP NRM Region
The CFS John Probert, Allan McDougall and Peter Heylen, EP NRM Region Adrian Simpson have been very
supportive in regards to Wanilla Forest and CFS are being kept informed of progress as well as involved in on
site meetings and Wanilla Management Group meetings. The EP Region through Adrian Simpson and Hippy
Wanganeen working with Barry Hetherington CFS Group Officer helped with the arrangement of prescribed
burning notices for reduction advice of ground fuel advice as well as the development of Fire Plans.
Pest Plant Management
Although this has very little direct reference to the Bushfire Mitigation Grant it is important that the NRM
programs including Pest Plant management are incorporated into the big picture future for Wanilla Forest.
There has been a significant increase in wild Olive trees. Funding from the Eyre Peninsula Pest Management
/ NRM Region Peter Sheridan in conjunction with PLACC Community enabled a program to be developed to
work alongside the Bush Fire Management program focusing on removal of the Olives, along with training
in GPS mapping of problem areas, safe chemical training and handling, cutting and swabbing techniques for
the Port Lincoln personnel to value add the long term management envisaged for the forest.
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Wanilla Management / PLACC Community Employment Training
To complement the program the labour component of the on-ground works, training for safe chainsaw
usage, felling of trees, clearing of Firebreaks, monitoring and management of burn offs, was conducted
through the EP NRM Region. PLACC Community labour hire deployed five participants supervised by Oswald
Saunders and Hippy Wanganeen were overseen by the EP NRM Group Supervisor Adrian Simpson. Training
units from the Forestry Industries National Training Package used included competencies such as falling
trees manually and trim and crosscutting felled trees.
The Wanilla management meeting on Wednesday 19th of August 2009 highlighted a number of problems
encountered during the program as described below:
• Smaller piles of Eucalypts / Burning off
During the burning off of large piles of Eucalypts it became very apparent once well alight that the
radiant heat generated began to set alight the nearby tree canopies. This could have been a serious
risk for creating a large uncontrollable fire in un-accessible areas, however in this instance the fire was
quickly suppressed with aid of the PLACC standby trailer fire pump unit. It was decided therefore in
future burn offs to reduce the wood pile sizes, reducing the amount of generated radiant heat. Pines
were not a problem
• Reducing ground fuel
With the trees bulldozed against the edge of the forest it was found that this was a potential risk for
creating added ground fuel if a fire situation was to occur. To minimise ground fuel risk it was decided
that the dozer push those trees from behind and clear the area of debris. Placed into smaller woodpiles
ready for burn off provided the added advantage that the firebreak was increased.
• Use of bulldozer as to mulching machine
During the Wanilla program it was decided to trial two methods of clearing, use of the mulching machine
as per recommendations and reference to the Canberra fires with the other alternative being the use of a
bulldozer. Resources for the hire of the mulcher were predominately provided through the EP NRM region
with extra topped up from ALT funds. The mulcher was used to create the cleared Safety zone. After
evaluating both performances it was found that the dozer was providing a more efficient clean up and
at a quicker rate, mainly on the Pines. The actual mulching process was not efficient which meant that
it would be necessary to revisit the mulched sites to clear un-mulched trees. The mulcher was also not
reliable due to the machine being prone to breakdown. The bulldozer was deemed to be the only efficient
method of clearing large scale areas and good value for input. The purpose behind using the mulcher was
that it was envisaged that it would leave a clean cleared ground unfortunately this was not the case. The
bulldozing of trees and forming piles to burn off was originally discouraged, however Adrian Simpson of
the EP NRM Region consulted with the Lower Eyre Peninsula CFS Group Captain which produced positive
outcomes including authority to carry out burn offs.
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• Ongoing maintenance
Wanilla Forest ongoing maintenance and adequate resources to deal with the regrowth certainly remains
a problem and this has been aggravated by recent rains increasing regrowth in areas already cleared.
Due to lack of resources it was suggested placing stock to reduce ground fuel and lesson the need for
herbicide was a good option. The PLACC Community are investigating this method of control.
• Proper fire fighting equipment
With regards to the small fire unit; when the tree canopy caught alight it was found that the unit lacked
pump pressure to reach the taller trees. This is a problem as it presents a risk when and if a fire takes hold
above the current reaching capacity of the pump. This was discussed on site after viewing the affected
trees. It was decided that the CFS look at providing an unused available unit to PLACC / Wanilla to assist
in minimising this potential risk. To compliment the fire fighting equipment recommendations of training
in fire fighting techniques was also discussed. This was well received by the PLACC Community.
• Future works
Due to the nature of breakdowns with the mulching machine we agreed / negotiated with the Wanilla
Management Committee to use the remaining EP NRM funds to continue clearing and widening of the
firebreaks as well as clear the area previously mulched. It is envisaged that the remaining 4 hectares
of the 10 hectares of Pinus Radiata will be removed. The burnt piles will be sifted though and unburnt
timber bulldozed into manageable piles and re-burnt. Ongoing maintenance and preparation of the Forest
will continue up until the Fire Restriction Season.
The ALT would like to take this opportunity to thank both the Commonwealth and the State Country
Fire Service Bush Mitigation Fire Prevention Program for its involvement with the Wanilla Forest Project
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Land Management
The Aboriginal Lands Trust has remained steadfast in its commitment to assisting Aboriginal Communities
and all Aboriginal landholders to address land management problems and work towards rehabilitating
degraded lands to their former natural state to improve viability for economic development initiatives.
Natural Resource Management Regional Investment Strategy Projects
The natural resource management landscape has undergone many changes since the inception of the eight
state regional natural resource management boards (NRMB) in 2004. Initially, pest plant, pest animal and
capacity building programs were well funded through the Australian Government Natural Heritage Trust
program. Annually, funding to these regional programs was reduced as program targets were achieved.
Aboriginal engagement is integral to the charter of each regional NRMB and since 2004 the Aboriginal Lands
Trust has been contracted by a number of NRM Boards to deliver NRM services to Aboriginal Communities
across the state whilst contributing to Aboriginal engagement targets for those boards.
In 2008-2009 Partnerships have continued with the South Australian Murray Darling Basin (SAMDB
NRM), Northern and Yorke (NY NRM) and the South Australian Arid Lands (SAAL NRM) Boards. The
Land Management Team has continued to deliver, support and facilitate programs for communities and
landholders within these respective regions on Aboriginal managed lands.
Whilst delivering Regional Investment Strategy programs the ALT Land Management Team also finalised
some remaining Community Envirofund projects which had been developed with Indigenous Communities
and landholders to address specific needs and Community priorities.
The dedication and long term commitment from the Aboriginal Lands Trusts Landcare Officers working
in partnership with the Gerard Aboriginal Community in the Riverland and the South Australian Murray
Darling Basin Natural Resource Management Board has resulted in a training program being offered
to local Community members involving 12 months of on the job training to achieve a Conservation and
Land Management Certificate Two. The Landcare Officers have been working towards achieving full time
on ground work opportunities for Community members since the introduction of the Natural Resource
Management Regions and the wind down of CDEP Programs.
Continuing consultations with Communities going through changing administrative structures has been
challenging and provided the team with renewed passion to assist communities in maintaining and
continuing the progress that has been made over the last fifteen years.
Project activities delivered during 2008-2009 have included;
• Administrative and financial support
• Consultation and engagement with government and non-government agencies and contractors
• Continued mapping of pest plant and animal species for control, monitoring for future management
• Eradication and/or control of pest plant species through chemical, manual and mechanical intervention
• Eradication and/or control of feral animal species through baiting, fumigation, ripping and shooting
• Monitoring, Evaluation, Reporting and Improvement training and strategy progression
• Clean up of sites – waste and debris removal that may provide feral habitat
• General support through facilitation, coordination, advice and provision of project material
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Murray Darling Basin
The Murray Darling Basin Natural Resource Management Board has supported the Aboriginal Lands Trust
to deliver projects on Aboriginal managed lands that contributes to the Boards flora and fauna pest
management targets. Other targets for delivery include engagement and facilitation with Aboriginal Lands
Trust Communities.
Fencing on the Coorong at Dapung Talkinjeri continued to ensure the protection and preservation of culturally
significant sites, past revegetation works, remnant stands of riparian and terrestrial native vegetation from
wandering stock and unauthorized access.

Chemical, manual and mechanical intervention to eradicate and control pest plants was again undertaken
across the MDB region. Boxthorn, Boneseed, Willow and other environmental weeds targeted on a number
of Aboriginal managed lands from the Riverland to the Coorong. Feral animal control was also maintained
through a baiting and shooting program with rabbits and foxes being the primary targets.
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The major highlight for 2008-2009 would have been the two-day Community NRM Camp at Swan Reach
in the Mid Murray. The two days provided Gerard Community members and their families an opportunity
to revisit Swan Reach and camp-out on the Swan Reach Aboriginal Reserve/Mission site which is both
historically and culturally significant to the Community. The camp provided an opportunity for Community
members and their families to participate and learn about some NRM activities and projects that are being
undertaken by different people and organization within the region.

Invited guests included; Aimee Linke (Mid Murray Local Action Planning (MMLAP) Implementation Officer,
Dennis Matthews, (Ecological Consultant), Chris Grant (department of Environment and Heritage – Bush
Management Advisor and Dr David Taggart (Royal Zoological Society of South Australia). All brought
something different to the experience. Community members and their families especially the kids had the
opportunity to participate, learn and interact with native wildlife such as Bats, Pythons and the Southern
Hairy Nosed Wombat.
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All the activities were hands on which went down a treat with the kids, from setting up the Harp traps to
catch bats and the checking of the traps in the evening, to making of bat boxes and placing them in the
trees, to running down wombats with the biggest butterfly net your ever likely to see. Overall the camp was
a great success and enjoyed by all.
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Prior to the camp Gerard Community had a tree planting day at ‘Possomville’ near Swan Reach. It was during
the school holidays members from the Community got together and planted 300 food plant seedlings for
Regent Parrot to link up some flight corridors to enable the Regent Parrot to feed in the Mallee vegetation.
It was a great day, we all enjoyed a BBQ and it was gratifying to see the kids really enjoying the great
outdoors and helping our native fauna.

Gerard Learning on Country
In June the Gerard Learning on Country Project was established and provided an opportunity for Gerard
Community members to undertake work to improve their land and gain skills in contemporary land
management practices. The team will initially be undertaking work to control invasive weed species including
African Boxthorn Lycium ferocissimum, Boneseed (Chrysanthemoides monilifera ssp.monilifera), Common
Prickly Pear (Opuntia stricta), Bridal Creeper (Asparagus asparagoides). Future work will incorporate fencing
and revegetation by both direct seeding and tube stock planting with continued weed control and pest
animal control of rabbits and foxes.

The Gerard Team
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Northern and Yorke
The Aboriginal Lands Trust Landcare Coordinators share responsibility for the Northern and Yorke Natural
Resource Management Region facilitating projects in the northern and southern parts of the Region.
Northern  
Since receiving interim support funding, Davenport Community have regrouped and are now self directed
and demonstrating strong community spirit and enthusiasm to improve their shared community facilities.
Following the completion of the Envirofund project Dust Mitigation Strategy earlier this year the community
elected to continue with this theme and undertake further control of pest plants and plant out a number of
community open spaces with several hundred endemic native plant species. This work, it is hoped, will help
mitigate wind blown dust within the community and contribute to better health outcomes.

Pest Plant Control

Weed spraying at
Davenport Community

This project is a good example of ALT supporting Aboriginal communities to initiate and be essential partners
in projects with an environmental and land management focus and partner with other organisations
(NYNRMB) to participate in natural management activities.
Chemicals and plants were provided with funding through the Northern and Yorke NRMB annual investment
in natural resource management on-ground work projects for Aboriginal communities for the region.
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Northern
Another pest target species for the Northern and Yorke region is the fox. This pest plays a major role in the
decline of ground nesting birds and small mammals and causes economic loss by preying on newborn lambs
and poultry .
The community at Yappala Station had observed an increase in fox numbers visiting the environs of the
homestead complex and surrounding near country.
In response a fox baiting program was implemented. Baits and “Bait Laid” warning signs were purchased
from the Authorised Officer of the NRMB. Signs were placed on fences at property entry points and the
neighbours warned to confine their pet dogs during the duration of the project. Baits were laid around the
boundary and at known locations across the property.

Fox Baiting at Yappala Station
Within a couple of weeks two foxes had succumbed to the 1080 bait program. A short time later heavy
rainfall was recorded nullifying the effect of the baits. As each bait location was marked with tape later
removal of unused baits was trouble free.
Boxthorn (Lycium ferocious) is widespread in the Northern and Yorke region and is considered a major problem
because it invades native vegetation and threatens native flora and fauna. Baroota Creek contained a large
number of the pest plant so the Nukunu community set about to control the spread of the ubiquitous
introduced plant before it began to dominate the riparian environment.

Boxthorn Control at Baroota Creek
Each plant was cut down with loppers then the fresh cut stems immediately sprayed with Roundup and
Metsulfuron. A small but expanding patch of cactus was located during the project and this too received a
dose of chemical treatment.
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Northern and Yorke
At completion of the project the community decided to regularly monitor
the creek and undertake control work of emergent seedlings. A number
of Pepper trees will be the next species to be subject to control activities.
Southern  
ALT engaged, coordinated and assisted Point Pearce Community to
develop and implement a couple of small projects which were funded
through Northern & Yorke Natural Resources Management Board
Regional Investment Strategy. Activities included; continuing with the
restoration & preservation of remnant native scrubland primarily through
boxthorn control at a number identified locations in the Point Pearce
Boxthorn Control Strategy and a dust mitigation revegetation project
which was undertaken around the Community Cemetery to which
Community members, Point Pearce Primary Staff and students partook.

Spraying Cactus at
Baroota Creek

These projects are good examples of ALT supporting Aboriginal communities to initiate and be essential
partners in projects with an environmental and land management focus and partner with other organisations
(NYNRMB) to participate in natural management activities.
Community members undertook all on-ground works either voluntarily or contracted and overall everything
undertaken was very successful and approached with enthusiasm and commitment
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South Australian Arid Lands
The South Australian Arid Lands Natural Resources Management Board has engaged the Aboriginal Lands
Trust to deliver pest plant and pest animal projects on Aboriginal managed lands. Nine substantial projects
were conducted across the region with the experience, high degree of competency and expertise of
Aboriginal land managers evident in their professional manner and the methods applied to complete their
task this year.
The Arabunna Community have on a number occasions raised concern with pastoral operators adjoining
Finniss Springs about wandering stock and the damage these animals inflict on mound springs and
operating bores, wetlands and ecology.
Of particular concern was the continual and extensive impact observed at Charles Angus Bore. In their quest
to drink, cattle have widely trampled and damaged the surrounding wetland grass and sedge vegetation.
In response to protect this habitat, the Arabunna Community have employed initiative to protect a delicate
environment and erected a strong exclusion fence measuring 600m around Charles Angus Bore. A standard
stock gate has been included in the structure to facilitate entry for maintenance purposes.

The exclusion fence at Charles Angus Bore looking east and south west
At Leigh Creek Station the family group undertook two weeks of intensive activity to remove sixty Athel
Pine and spray a dense carpet of Mexican Poppy thistle. The trees were cut and felled then pushed into
several piles for burning. Stumps were removed using a small bulldozer and added to the debris pile. It is
anticipated windblown seed from surrounding vegetation will provide the beginning of re-establishment of
native vegetation now Mexican Poppy has been removed.
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Feral cattle from an adjoining pastoral property have, for a number of years caused land management
problems for the family at Mount Willoughby Station. Native vegetation and habitat, arid land riparian
systems and cultural rock holes have been subject to damage by this stock. Previous attempts to cull the
animals have resulted in partial success.
This year however, a more organised and better equipped project was undertaken. Where possible the cattle
would be returned to the neighbouring property but in instances where the cattle were difficult to reach or
muster the animal was culled.
A benefit of the cull was the provision of a fully stocked meat freezer for the station community.
Buffel grass (Cenchrus ciliaris) native to Africa and south western Asia, is a pest plant of northern Australia
so much so that the plant has displaced native species. Drought tolerant but less of cold conditions the plant
has adapted well to Australian conditions. With the correct herbicide and the proper personal protective
equipment a strip measuring 2km by 5m of roadside property frontage was chemically treated to control
the spread of buffel grass. Prior to the work being undertaken a practical training workshop was provided in
reading herbicide labels and measuring and mixing herbicides.

The Opuntia cacti species are well known to land managers and environmental workers of Australia.
Their ability to withstand harsh conditions and yet flourish has earned the plant a priority listing as an
environmental weed. The Copley community undertook the task of locating a number of patches of Prickly
Pear cacti and spray these outbreaks to eradicate them. Search was undertaken on motorbikes in steep
hilly terrain and on flats of the surrounding country of Copley. This was followed with spraying the plants
Roundup and Metsulfuron assisted by a surfactant to ensure better chemical coverage of the plant surface.
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Mt. Willoughby crew preparing to spray buffel grass and roadside spraying  
The resilience of arid landscapes is gradually destroyed by the grazing and impact of hard hooves on soft
soil of feral animals like goats and donkeys. Native habitat and vegetation becomes degraded as the animals
impose their presence. Native animal populations decline or in some instances Spraying Cacti at Copley crash
as a result of feral animal predation. The community of Nipapanha have, over the recent past, undertaken
on-going feral animal muster and culls of goats, foxes, rabbits, donkeys and wild dogs.
Finniss Springs Pastoral Station and Mission Conservation Management Plan
The Aboriginal Lands in consultation with Reg Dodd and the Marree Arabunna People applied to the
Department of Water Land and Heritage for funds to assess and develop a Conservation Management
Plan for the Finniss Springs Pastoral Station as years of neglect have resulted in the buildings becoming
severely dilapidated. The Aboriginal Lands Trust contracted McDougall & Vines Conservation and Heritage
Consultants to undertake the field assessments of the various properties and develop a scope of works.
The Draft report has provided a comprehensive description of the condition of each of the buildings and
a schedule of works and indicative costs for the important work that needs to be completed urgently to
preserve this important cultural heritage site. A follow up project will be applied for in the 2009-2010
Heritage Grants funding round to address these important conservation works.
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South Australian Arid Lands
Usually when training is completed and the ALT field officer returns to their daily duties, the subject matter
is often forgotten unless put in to practice on a regular basis. In an effort to overcome this occurrence
and the need for repeat training a decision was made to include a training DVD as part of the 2008-2009
service level contact with the SA Arid Lands NRM Board.
Herbicide use is a regular activity for Aboriginal NRM operators, therefore is essential to obtain maximum
benefit for the job undertaken, the operator to follow manufacturer’s safety instructions, undertake correct
product mixing and application and to be able to read ad understand the product label. With this in mind
it was decided to produce a training DVD explaining how to read herbicide labels, mix and correctly apply
Glyphosate, the most common herbicide supplied and used for pest plant control.
Follwing script writing and editing filming was undertaken in the Adelaide hills over a two day period. Much
insight was gained in the making of films and mistakes that are made even when reading friom script
provided! Bloopers were common ad provided a busy and testing scheduled with many laughs. The end
result is a comprehensive training DVD which will be distributed to Communities and be a handy reference
when purchase or use of chemicals is planned.

Filming a segment of the training DVD
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Taking a break during filming

Ongoing Community Initiatives
Partnering Indigenous Communities
The Aboriginal Lands Trust has been granted funding to facilitate consultation and develop Land and
Sea Plans for Gerard and Point Pearce Communities. These plans will provide a forum for Communities to
articulate their priorities and aspirations for working on their country and outlines the partnerships that can
be developed and nurtured to achieve these goals. Consultation for these plans is continuing and should
be finalized in coming months.
Community Connection Workshop
The Aboriginal Lands Trust is committed to cooperation between Communities and seeks opportunities for
individual Communities to come together, share information and learn from each other. In July a workshop
was held in Leigh Creek with members from Gerard, Point Pearce and Nipapanha Communities. Training was
provided in Program Logic and developing Monitoring, Evaluation, Reporting and Improvement strategies
and plans. Community members from Point Pearce and Gerard were also interested in Nipapanha’s
dedicated Indigenous Protected Area Nantawarrina and undertook a fieldtrip to see the on ground works
being undertaken on the property.

On Ground Works
Training, skills development, awareness raising workshops, along with on-ground works continues to be
undertaken on Aboriginal managed lands across the NRM Regions outside of the Alinytjara Wilurara Region.
However while the on-ground works have continued, the reduction in funding available to Community
groups through the introduction of new programs has slowed the progress, achievements will need to be
revisited to maintain the gains and working towards sustainable development.
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